Abstract: This paper deals with the study of M (t)/M/1 queueing system with customers arrive to the system with sinusoidal arrival rate function λ (t) and are served exponentially with the rate . On formulating the mathematical model, we obtain the expressions for mean waiting time in the queue, mean time spent in the system, mean number of customers in the queue and in the system by using recursive method. Some numerical illustrations are also obtained by using computing software so as to show the applicability of the model under study.
Introduction
From very beginning of introduction of queueing system, several authors studied M/M/1 queueing model in various provisions and frameworks. Of course the M/M/1 model has been studied extensively and much is known about its time -dependent or transient behavior. Some of the pioneering and latest works are notable. Abate and Whitt [1] described the evolution of the classical M/M/1 queue. They obtained simple approximations and structural theorems that expose the essential nature of the transient behavior. Abate and Whitt [2] developed a better understanding of the transient behavior of queues and related stochastic flow systems so that we can provide relatively simple descriptions suitable for engineering purposes. Baccelli and Massey [3] presented a derivation of the transient distribution for the queue length and the busy period of the M/M/1 queue that follows purely from the sample path behavior of the process. Li et al. [16] studied M/M/1 queues in which the service rates depend on the number of the customers served since the beginning of the current busy period. They presented a simple and computationally tractable scheme which recursively computes the stationary probabilities of the queue length. Kinateder and Lee [15] provided a new approach to the computation of the Laplace transform of the length of the busy period of the M/M/1 queue with constrained workload (finite dam) without the use of complex analysis. Choudhury and Borthakur [4] dealt with statistical inference with regard to the classical single server Markovian queueing model. Ghimire and Ghimire [7] dealt with the study of M/M/1 queue with heterogeneous arrival and departure with the provision of server vacations and breakdowns customer arrive service facilities with poison process and exponential service time distribution. Murthy et al. [19] studied a generalized queueing model in which customers are served as a batch of size k at a time except when there are less than k customers in the system at the time of service. For developing these independent models with bulk service rule, they made use of the dependence structure given by Rao K.S (1986). Maurya [17] explored the probability generating functions using Rouche's theorem in both cases of slower and faster arrival rates of the queueing model into consideration. Jindal and Sharma [13] studied M/M/1 queue under non preemptive service priority discipline. Rasouli et al. [20] proposed a new analytical model to estimate the energy consumption in clustered WSNS using M/M/1 queueing model for all sensor nodes and developed an analytical model for energy saving by reducing the number of transitions between idle state and active state in all sensor nodes. Recently, Kalidass and Ramanath [14] explained explicit expressions for the time dependent probabilities of the M/M/1 queue with server vacations under a multiple vacation scheme. They also obtained the dependent performance measures of the system. Ibe and Isijola [11] dealt with an M/M/1 queueing system in which two types of vacations can be taken by the server. Maurya [18] demonstrated a mathematical modeling for analyzing a Markovian queueing system with two heterogeneous servers and working vacation and obtained various performance measures of the Markovian queueing system with varying parameters under steady state using matrix geometric method.
M/M/1 queueing model studied by aforementioned several authors could not address some real queueing problems where in arrival rate function is piecewise continuous and occurs in real life situations in international border checking process where arrival rate function is characterized by sinusoidal function λ (t) = ƛ  sin (t) in the case when arrival rate rapidly fluctuates, where∝is the delay probability and  is the service quality parameter that = ƛ ∝ for positive constants ƛ, 0<∝<1 and =2/, Ψ is the cycle length or period.Sinusoidal arrival rate function is applicable when we impose the flow control policy in which customer is expected to arrive within an agreed appointment time window instead of at a specific appointment time. Very rare literatures can be found in which the sinusoidal arrival rate has been employed in the study. So it is worthwhile to mention some of the works done on the line. Jagerman [12] discussed the time behavior of blocking in a fully available N-trunk group whose rate parameter itself was considered to vary with time. Rothkopf and Oren [21] studied effective computational methods for dealing with queues having non-stationary arrival processes. Heyman and Whitt [10] dealt the asymptotic behavior of the M t /G/c queue having a Poisson arrival process with a general deterministic intensity. Green et al. [9] studied a better understanding of how non-stationary affects delays in queueing systems. Green and Kolesar [8] discussed an easy -to -compute approximation for determining long run average performance measures for multi server Markovian queues with periodic arrival rates. Eick et al. [6] developed a better understanding of the time-dependent behavior in M t /G/∞ queueing model. Dong and Whitt [5] investigated the consequences of fitting a birth and death (BD) process to a multi-server queue with a periodic time varying arrival rate function to better understanding of system.
In the present study, we give some insights into M (t)/M/1 queueing model under the provision of sinusoidal arrival rate function and obtain various performance measures such as expected number of customers in the system, expected number of customers in the queue, expected time per customer in the system, expected waiting time per customer in the queue, traffic intensity. To show that our model studied is practically applicable we show the numerical results for various parameters change. Our model can be applied in the practical field where there is only one server and arrival of the customers in the system is periodic. It has ubiquitous applications in the world where the security has become the great issue.
Mathematical Model
The notations used for our model are as follows: n = number of customers in the system at time t λ(t) = arrival rate function ƛ = mean arrival rate µ = mean service rate P n = steady state probability of exactly n customers in the system P n (t) = transient state probability of exactly n customers in the system at time t, assuming the system started its operation at time zero. Solving (3) and (4) recursively, we have
Now, next step is to find P 0 by using normalizing condition
Hence,
3. Performance measures of the system 2) Explores that smaller the value of relative frequency , the longer the time that the system take to achieve higher value of traffic intensity. This implies that longer the time to have customers in the queue. Fig. (3) predicts that smaller the value of , longer is the cycle time and slower rate to accumulate the customers in the system as well as in the queue. Fig. (4) displays that customers are waiting in queue from beginning. But as time passes on, customers in queue increases faster when  = 0.75 than  = 0.5, which is realistic. Fig. (5) shows that cycle time spent in the system increases faster when we take  = 0.75 than  = 0.5. This is also practical in real life situation. Fig. (6) explains that in the beginning of time, customers have already waited and as the time increase, waiting time decreases sharply for a while and again repeats the process. Cycle time is slower when  = 0.5 than  = 0.75. This can be experienced in the border crossing area in the check point etc. Fig. (7) shows that for fixed , initially the server is less busy when service rate is   25 but when service rate decreases to   20, the server is more busy. When numbers of customers in the system reach higher value, the traffic intensity increases fast, this is practically true. Fig.(8) predicts that when service rate is   25, server is busy from beginning but when   20, server is more busy after sometimes of the starting of the system. But for both value of  waiting number of customers gradually increases simultaneously as the busy factor increases. Fig. (9) elaborates that lesser is the service rate, more is the time spent in the system. When service rate = 25, customer has not to wait in the beginning. But afterwards they have to wait more than the customers when the service rate = 20, which is inherently true. Fig. (10) shows that when service rate = 25, customers have already waited in the queue but this is not so in the case when service rate is   20. Waiting time is higher when service rate is higher. Lesser the service rate, below is the graph. Higher the service rate, above is the graph. But this is for a certain values of utilization factor in a cycle.
Expected number of customers in the system
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Expected number of customers in the queue

Conclusion
We have obtained various performance measures such as expected number of customers in the system, expected number of customers in the queue, expected time per customer in the system, expected waiting time per customer in the queue, traffic intensity. To show that our model studied is practically applicable we show the numerical results for various parameters change. Our model can be applied in the practical field where there is only one server and arrival of the customers in the system is periodic. It has ubiquitous applications in the world where the security has become the great issue. Such model was applied very well not only in modern age but also in the ancient days knowingly or unknowingly such as first come first served service discipline has been well implemented in RAMAYANA and MAHABHARAT. Our model can be studied as a further research under the provision of sinusoidal service rates with transient consideration.
